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a b s t r a c t
The term “iris” refers to the highly textured annular portion of the human eye that is externally visible. An iris recognition system exploits the richness of these textural patterns to distinguish individuals.
Iris recognition systems are being used in a number of human recognition applications such as access
control, national ID schemes, border control, etc. To capture the rich textural information of the iris pattern regardless of the eye color, traditional iris recognition systems utilize near-infrared (NIR) sensors to
acquire images of the iris. This, however, restricts the iris image acquisition distance to close quarters
(less than 1 m). Over the last several years, there have been numerous attempts to design and implement
iris recognition systems that operate at longer standoff distances ranging from 1 m to 60 m. Such long
range iris acquisition and recognition systems can provide high user convenience and improved throughput. This paper reviews the state-of-the-art design and implementation of iris-recognition-at-a-distance
(IAAD) systems. In this regard, the design of such a system from both the image acquisition (hardware)
and image processing (algorithms) perspectives are presented. The major contributions of this paper include: (1) discussing the signiﬁcance and applications of IAAD systems in the context of human recognition, (2) providing a review of existing IAAD systems, (3) presenting a complete solution to the design
problem of an IAAD system, from both hardware and algorithmic perspectives, (4) discussing the use of
additional ocular information, along with iris, for improving IAAD accuracy, and (5) discussing the current
research challenges and providing recommendations for future research in IAAD.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The ﬁeld of biometrics has witnessed a tremendous surge
in activity over the last decade. A number of efforts have focused on improving the performance, scale, and usability of
biometric systems. Examples of such trends across commercial
and government applications include India’s AADHAR program
(scale), Apple’s Touch ID (usability), NTT DOCOMO’s mobile iris
recognition (user-convenience) and UAE’s border control program
(performance). A recent market research report indicates that the
biometric authentication market is expected to grow from a value
of $10 billion in 2015 to over $25 billion by the year 2020 [1]. Due
to recent successes, there is a growing interest and demand for
extending the capabilities of biometrics to long-range recognition
where user cooperation is minimized by relaxing the constraints
imposed during image acquisition. Successful implementations -
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when realized - can facilitate high throughput, improved usability
and covert surveillance [2].
Biometric recognition at large standoff distances is a very
challenging task. The quality of the acquired biometric information
can be very poor, thereby lowering the recognition performance.
Owing to their acquisition characteristics, three traits are considered to be suitable for recognition at a distance, viz., gait, face,
and iris. One of the earliest efforts in biometric recognition at
a distance in the United States was carried out by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in 2001. The Human
Identiﬁcation at a Distance (HumanID) project sought to develop
technologies to detect, recognize, and identify humans at long
distances [3]. Following the project, a number of research efforts
have been undertaken in gait [4,5], face [6,7], and iris [8,9, [10]. A
detailed overview of such efforts is presented in [2].
Of all the biometric traits that have been investigated, the
iris has been observed to exhibit very low false match rates in
large databases obtained under constrained scenarios. Such an
observation is supported by the complex textural pattern of its
stroma that varies across individuals, the perceived permanence
of its distinguishing attributes, wide universality and limited
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Fig. 1. Examples of close-range [21] and long-range [22,23] iris recognition systems.

genetic penetrance [11–15]. A large-scale evaluation by the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) has shown the
impressive recognition accuracy of iris recognition in operational
systems [16,17]. According to a report from 2014 [18], over one
billion people worldwide have had their iris images electronically
enrolled in various databases across the world. This includes about
1 billion people in the Unique IDentiﬁcation Authority of India
(UIDAI) program, 160 million people from the national ID program
of Indonesia, and 10 million people from the US Department of
Defense program. Thus, iris is likely be a key biometric trait in
next generation large-scale identiﬁcation systems.
Early implementations of iris recognition systems required
the subject’s eye to be placed within a short distance from the
sensor. Such a constraint was necessary to ensure the acquisition
of high quality images that facilitate reliable recognition. Recent
advances in sensors and acquisition technology have facilitated
iris recognition at increased standoff distances. Some state-ofthe-art systems have demonstrated that iris recognition can be
undertaken at varying standoff distances, ranging from a few
centimeters to tens of meters (see Fig. 1) [19]. However, a majority
of long range systems are still in their early stages of research and
development. User cooperation remains to be one of the major
requirements for reliable operation of iris recognition systems.
According to Tan [20], improvements in the following areas are
needed to improve the scope of iris recognition:
• Sensors: Shift from passive (ﬁxed lens, no Pan-Tilt-Unit (PTU))
to active (PTU, face+iris camera) imaging systems.
• User constraints: Allow easy acquisition of images from both
static and moving subjects.
• Standoff distance: Operate at both close distances and long
ranges.
This paper presents a systematic overview of designing an
iris recognition at a distance (IAAD) system. In this regard, the
contributions of this article are as follows:
1. Discussing the signiﬁcance and applications of IAAD systems.
2. Providing a review of existing IAAD systems and implementations.
3. Presenting a holistic perspective to the design problem of an
IAAD system, from both the hardware and software points of
view.
4. Discussing the use of extended ocular information, beyond the
iris, for improving IAAD.
5. Highlighting and discussing current challenges, and recommendations for future research in IAAD.
It is necessary to point out that there are some survey papers
on the topic of iris and ocular recognition [24–27]. While the
authors in [24,25] provided an extensive and well-written commentary on general iris recognition, they do not discuss long-range
iris recognition in any detail; our paper, on the other hand, focuses

only on long-range iris recognition, surveying the state-of-the-art
in the design and implementation of IAAD systems. With regards
to IAAD, there is a comprehensive paper by Ackerman on optical
hardware design [28]. Our paper is signiﬁcantly different from
[28] in that we review both the hardware and software components of an IAAD system; further, we also review IAAD in both the
near-infrared and visible-light spectra. In addition, we also discuss
other alternative techniques such as wavefront coding, compressive
sensing, and use of advanced image processing/computer vision
algorithms to improve performance of IAAD systems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 outlines the potential applications of IAAD. Section 3 discusses the anatomy of the iris and its characteristics. Section 4 describes a conventional iris recognition system. Section 5 discusses
IAAD and some existing implementations. Section 6 presents
the discussion on designing an IAAD. The hardware and software aspects of designing an IAAD system are discussed in
Sections 7 and 8, respectively. The datasets useful for IAAD research are presented in Section 9. Section 10 describes the notion
of using extended ocular information for enhancing IAAD performance. A discussion on research ﬁelds related to IAAD is presented
in Section 11. Finally, Section 12 provides some concluding remarks.
2. Applications
The ability to perform iris recognition at a distance can be very
beneﬁcial in several applications. Sample applications, grouped by
their domains, are listed below.
1. Border control: Iris recognition systems are already in use in
several airports across the world (e.g., United Kingdom, Canada,
United Arab Emirates, Holland, Singapore, etc.). These systems
are typically used for scanning passengers (to expedite border
control and screen against a watch-list), and the employees
(for access control to restricted areas) [29]. IAAD systems, due
to their increased acquisition distance, can reduce the user
constraints and the number of obtrusive investigations.
2. Surveillance: Surveillance is deﬁned as the monitoring of behavior, activities, or other changing information, usually of
people for the purpose of inﬂuencing, managing, directing, or
protecting them [30]. There has been an increasing interest
in developing automated surveillance applications, especially
using biometrics. In this regard, IAAD could be used for covert
observation and identiﬁcation in a given scene or crowd.
3. Law enforcement: IAAD systems have applications in crime
prevention and security. Potentially, they could improve the
safety of both civilians and law enforcement oﬃcials. A good
example of such an application is the IAAD system developed
by CMU Cylab [10], where police oﬃcers could identify an
individual without stepping out of their cars.
4. Service industry: IAAD systems could be used for improving
user convenience in the service industry (e.g., banks, retail
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Fig. 2. Anatomy of the iris: internal (left) and external (right) [31,32].

stores, casinos, etc.). A sample application includes identifying
shoppers as they enter a store to provide them with customized
sales (assuming relaxed social and privacy concerns).
5. Military: Identiﬁcation tasks in battleﬁelds are often carried out
by hand-held iris recognition devices (e.g., PIER scanners from
SecuriMetrics). Such devices require a high level of cooperation
from participants. IAAD systems could signiﬁcantly advance
monitoring, tracking, and identiﬁcation of individuals without
imposing many restrictions.
6. Robotics: The future of robotics is expected to include close interaction between humans and service-based robots. The ability
of robots to recognize who they are interacting with, can help
provide personalized service. IAAD systems could potentially
improve such an experience by reducing user constraints and
increasing the interaction distance.

3. Iris biometric
The iris is a protected internal organ of the eye, located between the cornea and the lens (see Fig. 2). The iris consists of
muscle tissue that comprises of a sphincter muscle (causes the
pupil to contract), and a group of dilator muscles (cause the pupil
to dilate). The exterior surface of the iris can be divided into an
inner pupillary zone and an outer ciliary zone. The two zones are
separated by a sinuous structure called the collarette [32]. As the
pupil dilates and contracts, crypts like oval structures around the
collarette permit ﬂuids to quickly enter and exit the iris. A series
of radial streaks, caused by bands of connective tissue enclosing
the crypts, straighten when the pupil contracts and become wavy
when the pupil dilates. Concentric lines near the outer ciliary zone
become deeper as the pupil dilates, causing the iris to fold [32].
The complicated network of ﬁbrous muscles, along with cellular
structures such as ligaments, furrows, crypts, rings, and collarette,
impart a highly complex texture to the iris. The distinctiveness of
the iris across individuals is due to the complexity of its texture.
This forms the fundamental property on which the iris recognition
systems are based on. The textural information typically encompassed between the limbic and pupillary boundaries is used for
iris recognition.

The texture of the iris has been considered to be reasonably
stable over time, despite aging. However, recent research ﬁndings
about the impact of “iris aging” on recognition performance
have been inconsistent [33–37]. Despite this, iris recognition is
still of great interest in military and civilian domains due to its
perceived distinctiveness across the user population. It has been
reported that for a given iris, the combinatorial complexity of
the encoded information1 spans about 249 degrees-of-freedom. In
comparison, ﬁngerprints and face are perceived to have 35 and 20
degrees-of-freedom, respectively [38,39].
4. Conventional iris recognition systems
The concept of an automated iris recognition system was
ﬁrst patented in 1987 by Flom and Saﬁr [40]. The most widely
employed iris recognition algorithm was later proposed by Daugman [41]. Owing to its widespread popularity and high recognition
accuracy, Daugman’s seminal approach is often considered to
be a conventional iris recognition system. An overview of the
major steps involved in iris recognition is provided in Fig. 3. The
following sections describe the individual steps in detail:
4.1. Image acquisition
Iris images are typically captured using Near-InfraRed (NIR)
illumination with a wavelength ranging between 700 nm and 900
nm. Images acquired using such wavelengths tend to highlight
the intricate texture of the iris, rather than its pigmentation [31].
This helps in appropriately capturing the texture of dark-colored
irides, thereby contributing to a better recognition performance.
Conventional iris recognition systems require the subject to be
cooperative and remain close to the sensor.
4.2. Pre-processing
The quality of an acquired iris image can be impacted by
several factors (e.g., occlusions, motion-blur, etc.). The effect of
1

Considering Daugman’s [38] encoding scheme
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Fig. 3. Major steps involved in a conventional iris recognition system.

such factors on the recognition performance could be minimized
by pre-processing the input image. The steps involved in preprocessing are optional, and are highly dependent on the image
acquisition conditions. Therefore, it has to be noted that iris
pre-processing can signiﬁcantly differ between various systems.
Typical pre-processing steps include eye detection, image quality
assessment, image enhancement, etc. Image quality assessment
helps in deciding whether the input image is worthy of subsequent
processing (e.g., factors such as heavy iris occlusion, large specular
reﬂection, etc. can lead to the rejection of the input image). Image
enhancement, on the other hand, could be used to improve the
quality of lower quality images by using simple techniques such
as histogram equalization or contrast stretching.

Given an image acquired by the sensor, the iris segmentation module detects the inner and outer boundaries of the iris
region. These boundaries are typically approximated by two nonconcentric circles (one for the pupillary boundary and the other
for the limbic boundary). To this end, a circular contour detector is
used. The integro-differential operator, one of the most commonly
used circle detector, is mathematically expressed as:



x(r, θ ) = (1 − r )x p (θ ) + rxs (θ ),

(3)

y(r, θ ) = (1 − r )y p (θ ) + rys (θ ).

(4)

An additional beneﬁt of normalization is that the rotations of
the eye (e.g., due to the movement of the head) are reduced to
simple translation during matching (explained in Section 4.6). The
corresponding noise mask is also normalized to facilitate easier
matching in the later stages.
4.5. Encoding

4.3. Segmentation

maxr,x0 ,y0 Gσ (r ) ∗

of both, pupillary (xp (θ ), yp (θ )) and limbic boundary points (xs (θ ),
ys (θ )), as,

∂
∂r



r,x0 ,y0

I (x, y ) 
ds ,
2π r

hRe,Im = signRe,Im

4.4. Normalization
The area enclosed by the inner and outer boundaries of an
iris can vary due to the dilation and contraction of the pupil. The
effect of such variations need to be minimized before comparing
different iris images. To this end, the segmented iris region is typically mapped to a region of ﬁxed dimension. Daugman proposed
the usage of a rubber-sheet model to transform the segmented
iris to a ﬁxed rectangular region. This process is carried out by
re-mapping the iris region, I(x, y), from the raw Cartesian coordinates (x, y) to the dimensionless polar coordinates (r, θ ), and can
be mathematically expressed as,

(2)

where r is in the unit interval [0,1], and θ is an angle in the range
of [0,2π ]. x(r, θ ) and y(r, θ ) are deﬁned as the linear combination

 

ρ φ

2
2
I (ρ , φ )e−iω (θ0 −φ ) e−(r0 −ρ ) /α



2
2
×e−(θ0 −φ ) /β ρ dρ dφ ,

(1)

where I(x, y) and Gσ denote the input image and a Gaussian
with a standard deviation σ , respectively. The symbol ∗ denotes a
convolution operation and r represents the radius of the circular
arc ds, centered at the location (x0 , y0 ). The described operation
detects circular edges by iteratively searching for the maximum
responses of a contour deﬁned by the parameters (x0 , y0 , r).
In most cases, the iris region can be obscured by the upper
and lower eyelids and eyelashes. In such images, the eyelids can
be localized using the above operator with the path of contour integration changed from a circle to an arc. Noise masks distinguish
the iris-pixels from the non-iris pixels (e.g., eyelashes, eyelids, etc.)
in a given image. Such noise masks, corresponding to each input
image, are generated during the segmentation stage and used in
the subsequent steps.

I (x(r, θ ), y(r, θ )) → I (r, θ ),

Encoding refers to the process of extracting highly discriminative, yet compact features from a normalized image. To facilitate
this process, the normalized iris is demodulated to extract the
phase information using quadrature 2D Gabor wavelets. This step
can be mathematically expressed as:

(5)

where I(ρ , φ ) represents the normalized iris, α and β denote the
multi-scale 2-D wavelet size parameters, and (r0 , θ 0 ) represents
the two dimensions of the normalized iris. The resulting term
hRe, Im can be regarded as a complex-value bit whose real and
imaginary parts are either 1 or 0 depending on the sign of the
2-D integral. Only phase information is used for recognition because amplitude information is not discriminative and is easily
impacted by extraneous factors such as illumination and camera
gain. The ﬁnal representation is typically referred as IrisCode (IC)
that typically contains 2048 phase bits.
4.6. Matching
The similarity of two given IrisCodes is assessed in the matching
step. A similarity score is generated by computing the Hamming
distance between two IrisCodes ICA and ICB as follows:

HD =

||(ICA  ICB ) ∩ MA ∩ MB ||
,
||MA ∩ MB ||

(6)

The terms MA , MB denote the corresponding normalized noise
masks. If two bit patterns are completely independent (i.e.,
IrisCodes generated from different irides), the Hamming distance
should be equal to 0.5. If the IrisCodes are from the same iris,
the Hamming distance should be 0. A sample Hamming distance
distribution observed in iris matching is illustrated in Fig. 4. Under
practical conditions, however, a threshold value is typically used
to differentiate between genuine and impostor IrisCodes. The
computational expense of the matching process is negligible due
to the usage of the XOR operator. It is claimed that the described
step could be potentially executed to match up to 1 million
comparisons in 1 second using a 3GHz CPU [41].
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Fig. 4. Example of Hamming distance distribution of genuine and impostor comparisons observed in a conventional iris recognition system [41].

In addition to the above described conventional approach [13,41], a large number of iris recognition approaches
have been proposed in literature. Some of the approaches are
based on Human-interpretable Crypts Features [42], Key Local
Variations [43], Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) [44], Discrete
Fourier Transforms (DFT) [45], ordinal measures [46], class-speciﬁc
weight maps [47], compressive sensing and sparse coding [48],
hierarchical visual code-books [49], multi-scale Taylor expansion [50,51] and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [52,53].
Analysis of these techniques is beyond the scope of this paper but
can be found in literature [24–27,54].
5. Iris recognition at a distance (IAAD)
As mentioned in previous sections, the widespread success
of iris biometric is attributed to its relatively high recognition
accuracy. However, such a reliable performance can be guaranteed
only when the acquired images are of good quality. To this end,
conventional iris recognition systems operate under the following
constraints:
1. Short acquisition distance: Compared to face, iris recognition
systems require the user to be in close range to the sensor (i.e.,
less than 1 m). It has to be noted that the acquisition distance
is often referred as the stand-off distance (distance between the
user and sensor).
2. High user cooperation: The user is expected to pause, or
sometimes stay still during the image acquisition step.
A major drawback of such constraints is that they lead to low
throughput. Additionally, the user is often required to look at
the sensor (stop and stare) which may not facilitate recognition
under covert conditions. A large number of research efforts in
the recent past have focused on alleviating the image acquisition
constraints. Some of the most notable efforts are the iris recognition at a distance (greater than 1 m) [8,9,55], and iris recognition
on the move [56]. The state-of-the-art approaches are reviewed in
Section 5.1 and Section 5.2.
The deﬁnitions of imaging terminology (e.g., focal length,
aperture, exposure, shutter speed, Depth of Field (DoF), focus
and diffraction) are beyond the scope of this paper, and can be
reviewed from background literature [57,58]. A basic outline for
capturing an iris image from an optical standpoint is provided in
Fig. 5. The light from the iris travels through the lens, emerging at
the focal point before being captured by the sensor. The term d0
denotes the distance between the iris and lens. The focal length

Fig. 5. Fundamental optics for capturing an image of the iris. The light from the iris
travels a distance d0 before entering the lens of focal length, f. The emerged light is
then captured by an imager positioned at a distance of di from the lens. One area
covered by one pixel on the image, Lpix , roughly corresponds to an area of Lorp on
the iris image.
Table 1
Notations commonly used in optics.
Notation

Description

do
FoV
DoF

Distance between subjects and camera
Field-of-View
Depth of Field
Wavelength of light
Magniﬁcation ratio
Pixel size of imager
Object referred pixel
Focal length of imager
Level of opening of the lens
Exposure time
Quantum Eﬃciency
Plank’s constant (6.626 × 10−34 J/s)
Speed of light in a vacuum (299, 792, 458 m/s)

λ

M
Lpix
Lorp
f
F-number

τexp
QE
h
c

of the lens is denoted as f. The distance between the lens and
the sensor (imager) is represented as di . Given a pixel of size Lpix
on the sensor, the corresponding area of iris captured in the real
world is represented by Lpix . Additional notations related to an
imaging system are listed in Table 1.
5.1. Existing IAAD implementations under near-Infrared wavelength
One of the ﬁrst attempts in the literature to increase the
stand-off distance was carried out by Fancourt et al. [8]. The
system used a near-infrared camera together with a telescopic
lens to image the iris at a distance of 5–10 m. Illumination was
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Fig. 6. Image acquisition for different IAAD systems.

provided by a 880 nm collimated illuminator. The system could
acquire iris images with a resolution that translated to an average
iris diameter of 128 pixels. Such a resolution was determined to
be adequate to achieve acceptable recognition performance. The
system, however, imposed several constraints on the subjects. The
most signiﬁcant requirements were maintaining a ﬁxed position of
the head and staring at a ﬁxed spot. Other attempts to relax such
conditions included increasing the vertical range of acquisition [59]
and increasing the DoF [60].
The system described by Matey et al. [56] is considered to be a
signiﬁcant innovation in iris recognition at a distance. The setup
is often known by its commercial name “Iris On the Move” (IOM),
popularized by the Sarnoff Corporation. The system could capture
irides from a moving subject situated at a distance from the
camera. Owing to the drastic improvement in user convenience,
it is often considered as the ﬁrst, fully operational, remote iris
recognition system. The position of the sensor is ﬁxed, and the
subjects are required to walk along a guide line and look directly
at the camera. The moving subjects were required to pass through
a portal with a moderate level of cooperation: looking forward,
walking at a normal pace, and not engaging in a behavior intended
to prevent iris image acquisition (see Fig. 6(a)). The IOM system
uses a commercial off-the-shelf Pulnix TM-40 0 0CL sensor with a
resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels, capable of capturing 15 frames
per second. The image capture volume is about 20 cm wide ×
40 cm high × 10 cm deep at a distance of approximately 3 m
from the sensor. The setup could be extended by adding additional
sensors to increase the coverage area. Illumination is provided
by 8 strobed illuminators with high-power Light Emitting Diodes
(LEDs). These LEDs are synchronized with the camera through an
embedded circuit. The identiﬁcation accuracy, evaluated using a
test data corresponding to 119 subjects, was reported to be 99%
when the participants were trained on the acquisition protocol.
However, the corresponding accuracy involving untrained participants was reported to be 78%. The performance of an IOM system
is impeded by three factors. First, because of its small capture
volume, it cannot capture irides of people with varying heights.
Second, the users are expected to be cooperative by not engaging
in behavior intended to prevent iris image acquisition. Third,

specular reﬂections in irides and eyeglasses caused by using a
large number of illuminators (8) reduced the recognition accuracy.
In 2007, Yoon et al. [61] proposed the usage of a light stripe
projector for depth estimation of the stationary subject within the
capture volume. The proposed system covers a capture volume of
1 × 1 × 1 m3 , at a stand-off distance ranging between 1.5 m and
10 m. Only one pan-tilt-zoom camera is used for capturing both
face and iris. The zoom level is adjusted based on whether the
system is capturing the face or the iris.
Another stand-off iris recognition system was proposed by
Wheeler et al. [62] in 2008. Two Wide-FoV (WFoV) pre-calibrated
cameras are used to detect faces. The location of the faces is
then used to point the NIR iris camera and the illuminators to
the approximate location of the eyes. In addition, the focus of
the iris camera is also tuned according to the estimated distance.
The disadvantage of this system is that it imposes a conventional
“stop and stare” requirement. The average time between a subject
pausing and facing the iris camera and that subject being identiﬁed by the system is around 3 s. Also, the recognition distance is
limited to 1.5 m. This does not allow for the unconstrained real
time operation of the system.
The EagleEye system [9,55] proposed by Bashir et al. tries to
overcome the problem of small capture volume of IAAD systems. To enhance the capture volume, the system applies video
surveillance techniques to acquire multiple biometrics: 2D face
in combination with the iris. This system provided a capture
volume of 3 × 2 × 3 m3 with a stand-off distance of 3–6 m.
Three cameras with hierarchically-ordered ﬁelds of views, a highly
precise Pan-Tilt-Unit (PTU), and a long focal length zoom lens are
combined to acquire face and iris biometrics at a large stand-off
distance. The three cameras are: (a) ﬁxed scene camera for multiple people tracking, (b) face camera for face detection and (c)
NIR iris camera for capturing iris image. The scene camera has the
largest ﬁeld of view but the lowest resolution, and the iris camera
has the narrowest ﬁeld of view but the highest resolution. Face
and NIR iris cameras are mounted on the PTU. These cameras are
mounted such that when a face is detected by the face camera,
the iris of the subject is guaranteed to be within the capturing
volume of the iris camera. Illumination is provided by a laser illu-
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mination approach. The laser illumination propagates a collimated
beam that maintains its uniform illumination proﬁle over large
distances. The laser illuminator is mounted on the PTU assembly
and is targeted at the subject. Experimental results obtained with
13 subjects with 3-fold cross-validation yielded an identiﬁcation
accuracy of 92% for stand-off distances between 3.5 and 4.5 m.
In 2008, Xiaokun et al. [63] proposed a system similar to the
EagleEye for maritime surveillance purposes. A WFoV video camera is used to scan individuals at a distance of up to 50 m. Two
NFoV cameras are mounted on a PTU to track the location of the
face and iris regions. Once a human subject has been detected in
the WFoV images, a Narrow-FoV (NFoV) controlled by a PTU is
directed at the subject for face recognition. When the subject is
close enough to the imaging system (less than 3 m), another NFoV
camera is used for iris recognition.
In contrast to the above discussed approaches, the CASIA
group [64] employed a reverse design approach to the IAAD problem in 2009. The reversal aspect refers to the idea that the camera
and lens were chosen ﬁrst, followed by the stand-off distance
calculation. Consider a camera sensor with speciﬁed dimensions of
image width, wp , image height, hp , pixel size, σ , and object-image
ratio, λ (cm/pixel). Let the focal length of the chosen lens be f.
The object distance, u, can then be computed as,

u= f

λ
.
σ

(7)

The dimensions of the capturing volume (i.e., width, W, height, H,
and DoF, D, ) can be computed using the following equations:

W = λw p ,

H = λh p ,

D ≈ 2F

( λ + σ )2
.
σ

(8)

Similar to some of the previously discussed systems, a WFoV
camera is used to detect the face and direct the NFoV camera to
the iris region. The authors chose a 4-mega pixel camera with a
frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps) capable of covering the
whole face while providing at least a 150-pixel coverage over the
iris region. A lens with a focal length of 300 mm, and sensor with
aperture size set to 15 and exposure time set to 10 ms is used.
The system is reported to work at 3 m with a DoF of 6 cm (as
seen in Fig. 6(e)).
Another attempt at IAAD was carried out by De Villar et al. [70]
in 2010, to recognize irides from a 30 m distance. A WFoV 1392 ×
1024 camera with a 75 mm lens is employed to detect the face
and eyes. Subsequently, a NFoV 2592 × 1944 73.5-fps camera
with a pixel size of 2.2 microns is used to capture irides. A Meade
LX200-R F/10 8 inch reﬂecting telescope attached to the camera is
used to capture the iris at a 190-pixel resolution. This telescope is
primarily designed for observing stars and other stellar objects in
space. In order to reduce the focus distance from inﬁnity to 30 m,
a 18-centimeter-extension tube is used between the camera and
eyepiece. The NFoV camera and the telescope are mounted on a
PTU, which is controlled by the location of the eyes as detected
by the WFoV camera. A range ﬁnder providing an estimate of
the subject’s standoff distance is mounted on the telescope to
enable automatic focusing. The estimate has been reported to be
highly accurate, with a margin of error around 1 cm. The authors,
however, failed to enable and successfully operate this range ﬁnder
in the described system. Resolving this issue has been discussed
as a potential improvement in the future.
In 2011, CMU Cylab [10] presented an iris imaging system
capable of capturing irides at a substantial distance. The resolution
over the imaged eye region was reported to be 200 pixels and
150 pixels, respectively, at stand-off distances of 8 m and 12 m. The
system used a full-frame Canon 5D Mark II camera with an 800
mm lens to simultaneously capture a high resolution image of the
face and eyes (refer to Fig. 6(f)). The system is capable of capturing
both stationary and moving subjects. For moving subjects, an extra
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camera is used to estimate the velocity of the subject. Using the
estimated velocity value, the focus of the system is tuned to the
subject’s motion. A set of high resolution images are captured
when the subject passes through a pre-deﬁned location.
A common drawback of the above discussed implementations
is the limited DoF during image acquisition. In most cases, the
DoF of the acquisition volume is often limited to roughly 10 cm
due to the constraints on lighting and SNR. Wavefront Coded
imaging is a relatively new paradigm that allows imaging systems
to operate with large apertures (low F-numbers) but with the DoF
of a reduced aperture system [71,72]. Wavefront Coded imaging
operates by adding non-conventional aspherical optics to form
point spread functions (PSF) that are largely invariant even when
the imaging volume is extended. In other words, these systems
code the wavefront such that the modulation transfer function
(MTF) does not lose modulation at higher spatial frequencies with
increasing defocus error. Some researchers have proposed the use
of Wavefront Coded imaging to increase the DoF for iris imaging
systems by a factor of two [73,74,75–78]. The iris recognition
algorithm was included in the optimization loop when designing
the Wavefront Coded element to maintain adequate modulation
over the spatial frequency band. This allows for operating an
iris acquisition system without distortion and at a suﬃciently
high SNR. Experimental evaluations substantiated the successful
extension of DoF to 20  , 24 and 28  .
Boddeti et al. [79,80] observed that Wavefront Coded processes
require a restoration step that is computationally expensive. To
this end, they proposed avoiding the restoration step and performing iris recognition directly on the unrestored (raw) image outputs
from the sensor. The experimental results indicated that such a
process can indeed increase the DoF of an iris recognition system
by a factor of four (providing an operational value of about 20 cm).
This technique is of great potential when the standoff distances
are high, where the DoF drops signiﬁcantly. To compensate for
the image blurring caused by the Wavefront technique, Hsieh et al.
coupled it with a local patch-based super-resolution method to
restore the blurred image to its de-blurred counterpart [81]. The
collaboration allows increasing the capture volume of a conventional iris recognition system by a factor of 3 while maintaining a
high recognition rate of the iris system.
Commercial products: Some IAAD architectures have been
commercialized as well:
• IOM [56], as discussed earlier, has been commercialized by
Sarnoff Corporation of SRI International. The original IOM product is available on the market with two application-speciﬁc
versions: walk-through portal [65] (shown in Fig. 6(b)) and
drive-through portal [66] (shown in Fig. 6(c)).
• Global Rainmaker Inc (GRI) (now EyeLock Inc.) introduced their
HBox [68] in 2007. The HBox system recognizes humans when
walking through a portal with large passage width (shown
in Fig. 6(d)). The only constraint imposed on the users is that
they have to look up to the overhead board where the imaging
system is mounted. The system provides a throughput of about
50 people per minute.
• AOptix Corporation revealed an IAAD system named AOptix
Insight [67] that is functional at a range of 2 m (as illustrated
in Fig. 6(e)). Using a patented Adaptive Optics approach, the
system has a wide capturing volume of 0.75 × 1× 1 m3 . This
allows for a seamless usage of the system even when the
users of varying heights (roughly between 0.9 and 1.9 m) are
encountered.
• Morpho, also named as Safran Identity & Security, a subsidiary
of SAFRAN Group, recently introduced Morpho IADTM [69], an
Iris At a Distance solution for border control, airport passenger
ﬂow management and secure sites management applications
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Fig. 7. Example of a genuine-impostor distribution of a visible-light iris dataset, UBIRIS v2.0, with three levels of iris pigmentation: a) Light, b) Medium, and c) Heavy [86].

(refer to Fig. 6(h)). The Morpho IAD system performs both iris
and portrait acquisition in less than 1 s at a standoff distance
ranging from 0.8 m to 1.2 m. The acquisition volume is 0.40 ×
0.50 × 1 m3 to cover a height detection range of 1–2 m.

5.2. Existing IAAD implementations in visible wavelength
As mentioned in Section 4.1, iris images are typically acquired
using sensors operating in the NIR spectrum of light. Besides the
NIR spectrum, images acquired under the visible (VIS) spectrum
have also been used for iris recognition [82,83]. Most studies on
visible-light (VIS) iris recognition have observed a huge drop
in recognition accuracy when compared to NIR iris recognition.
This is because the richness of the iris texture is not easily
discernible in VIS images, especially for dark-colored irides [84].
Further, specular reﬂections can mask the iris texture. While
to-date, performance of VIS iris recognition is poor compared
to its NIR counterpart, the use of lateral illumination schemes
combined with advanced computer vision schemes has some
potential for the future. Some preliminary investigation has been
conducted in [85], showing the potential of iris recognition in
the visible spectrum at increased distances, while improving user
convenience, and not requiring complicated (or expensive) sensor
conﬁgurations. An example of a genuine-impostor distribution of
a visible-light iris dataset, UBIRIS v2.0, is shown in Fig. 7.
Some of the earliest work on IAAD under VIS wavelength was
proposed by the Mitsubishi Corporation [87] and Proenca [86,88].
The system proposed by Mitsubishi Corporation in 2005, uses one
video camera with a wide ﬁeld of view for face detection, and a
high resolution digital still camera with a narrow ﬁeld of view for
capturing a series of iris images. These two cameras are controlled
by a PTU. The PTU is used to operate the cameras so that the
eye regions are always in the ﬁeld of view of the high resolution
still camera. The proposed system, however, is limited by three
challenges: (i) limited DoF due to the usage of a ﬁxed focal-length
lens in the narrow-ﬁeld-of-view camera, (ii) both sensors need
to be calibrated precisely, and (iii) users are required to stay very
still during image acquisition. In 2010, Proenca [86,88] proposed
a system that used a Canon 5D Mark camera to capture the eyes
when the subject walks slowly through a deﬁned path. The image
acquisition parameters were set to 1/200 s exposure time and
6.3–7.1 f-number, while using a lens of 400 mm focal length.
Subjects were required to walk at a slightly slower than normal
speed and to look at several lateral marks that caused them to
rotate their head and eyes. This enabled the manual acquisition
of three images per meter, between 8 and 4 m, yielding roughly
about 15 images per eye per subject. A public dataset based on
this imaging system, named UBIRIS v2.0, has been published for
use by the research community [86] (discussed in Section 9).

A list of well-known IAAD implementations (both NIR and VIS),
along with their corresponding parameters, is provided in Table 2.
6. Designing an IAAD
The following observations emerge upon reviewing existing
IAAD implementations:
1. Emerging area of research: IAAD is still in its nascent stage of
research. While several successful implementations have been
reported, most of them are on an experimental basis.
2. Emphasis on image acquisition: A majority of the IAAD implementations are facilitated by improving the image acquisition
step.
3. Need for large scale evaluation: There is a strong need for large
scale, standardized evaluation of the IAAD systems. This helps
in providing a baseline for comparing one IAAD system against
another.
Owing to several non-ideal factors that could be expected
under unconstrained conditions, designing an IAAD system is a
challenging problem. However, the problem can be subdivided
into two groups as follows:
1. From a hardware perspective, how can the parameters of an
imaging system be optimized such that it can acquire good quality
iris images (or videos) from an increased distance?
2. From a software perspective, how can the quality of an iris
image (or video) be assessed and improved when acquired from
a distance? Additionally, which types of segmentation, feature
extraction and matching schemes are useful for iris recognition at
a distance?
In this regard, Sections 7 and 8 discuss the hardware and
software aspects of IAAD design, respectively.2
7. Hardware design for IAAD
To design the hardware for an IAAD system, several aspects
related to the optics of imaging have to be conﬁgured to the
conditions under which images are acquired. Some of the recent
work in this regard was carried out by Matey and Kennell [19] and
Ackerman [28]. In this section, the hardware design is discussed in
terms of providing a complete optical solution for IAAD. Requirements of an IAAD system are outlined and a fundamental solution
is analyzed.
The problem of designing hardware for an IAAD system can be
posed as follows: Design an IAAD system that operates under a given
2
The terms hardware design and software design can be interpreted in different
ways. For example, software design can refer to software architecture. In this work,
the term “design” is used to refer to the idea of a plan or an outline.
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Table 2
A chronologically ordered list of some well-known IAAD implementations.
Systems

Recognition
distance (m)

Motion

Wavelength

Database size
Users/Images

Accuracy

Fancourt [8]
IOM [56]
Yoon [61]
Wheeler [62]
EagleEye [9]
CASIA [64]
CyLab [[10]
De Villar [70]
MERL [87]
Proenca [86]

5–10
3
1.5–10
1.5
3–6
3
8–12
30
1.2–1.8
4–8

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

NIR 880nm
NIR 850nm
NIR 830nm
NIR 810nm
NIR laser
NIR
NIR 850nm
NIR
Visible
Visible

50
119/15
Not speciﬁed
Not speciﬁed
13
142/30-50
Not speciﬁed
Not speciﬁed
10/4
261/15

95–100%
99%
Not speciﬁed
Not speciﬁed
92%
94%
Not speciﬁed
Not speciﬁed
Not speciﬁed
Not speciﬁed

object-camera distance (do ), Field-of-View3 (FoV) and wavelength (λ).
An appropriate solution to such a challenge is to construct the
imaging system by considering its four major components: illumination, imager, lens, and control units. The following subsections
discuss each of these components in detail.
7.1. Illumination
The foremost requirement in IAAD imaging is that the eye
region has to be properly illuminated to provide suﬃcient light
thereby generating low-noise images at a desired F-stop. Poor or
improper illumination can degrade the recognition performance
by generating low-quality, unusable images. As mentioned in
Section 4.1, the intricate texture of the iris is well captured at
wavelengths between 700 and 900 nm [41]. Therefore, a wavelength, λ, in such a range is chosen (e.g. λ = 850 nm). Apart
from illuminating the iris region, the illuminator is also required
to provide uniform coverage over the entire permissible positional
range of eye locations [89].
Another critical requirement of an illuminating source is that it
should ensure the safety of human eyes during image acquisition.
Typically, strong illumination is required to supply high level of
light to the object being imaged. Strong illumination helps in
maintaining a short exposure time (which in turn reduces motion
artifacts), high F-number (which leads to an increased DoF or
focus depth) and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [89]. However,
high illumination levels can cause minor to permanent eye damage. According to the American National Standard ANSI/IESNA
RP-27.1–96 and International Standard IEC 60825-1, Class 1 LED
safe illumination levels are deﬁned to be no longer than 10 s of
continuous exposure to an irradiance of 10 mW/cm2 .
7.2. Imager
An imager, also known as a camera or a sensor, is a device to
capture iris images. In this section, the two major speciﬁcations
of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) imagers for capturing high
quality iris images are discussed:
1. Resolution: The International Standards Organization (ISO) Iris
Image Standard released in 2005 recommends the diameter of iris to be at least 200 pixels for reliable recognition
performance [90]. Recently, the National Institute of Science
and Technology (NIST) showed that 120 pixels/cm eye region,
which is equivalent to 12 pixels/mm (or 83 μm/pixel), is sufﬁcient for good recognition accuracy [91]. In their work, the
number of pixels required to cover the FoV was in the range
of [120∗ 12,120∗ 15] = [1440,1800] pixels. Such a conﬁguration
3
Field-of-View is normally chosen to cover both the left and right eyes. This twoeye distance is typically in the range of [12,15] cm.

facilitates choosing a camera with a reasonable number of
output pixels in the required range. A reasonable resolution
speciﬁcation for a COTS camera would be 2048 pixels, with a
pixel size of 3.45μm.
2. Wavelength sensitivity: The sensor has to be suﬃciently sensitive to the chosen NIR wavelength (e.g., λ = 850 nm). The
sensitivity of a sensor to different wavelengths is studied by
its Spectral Response or Quantum Eﬃciency (QE). For a frontilluminated silicon image sensor operating at a wavelength of
850 nm, 10% and 20% are considered to be good and excellent
QE values, respectively [28]. Wasserman indicates that the
chosen camera must not have: (i) an NIR blocking ﬁlter, (ii) a
color ﬁlter, and (iii) an anti-aliasing diffuser installed, in order
to capture high quality iris images [89].
7.3. Lens
The lens must project an accurate image of the iris (or a scene)
onto the imager. In this regard, the major speciﬁcations that need
to be considered are: focal length, aperture, and lens quality.
1. Focal length: The focal length of a lens can be computed using
its magniﬁcation value. Magniﬁcation is deﬁned as the ratio
between the height of the object in the image, hi , and the real
height of the object, ho , and is mathematically expressed as,

M :=

hi
.
ho

(9)

Using geometry, the magniﬁcation can also be written as,

M=

L pix
di
f
=
=
,
Lor p
do
do − f

(10)

where Lpix and Lorp denote the pixel size of the imager and the
relative pixel size of the subject (also called as object referred
pixel). Using the magniﬁcation value, the focal length can be
computed as follows:

fo =

do
.
M−1 + 1

(11)

Thus the focal length fo , computed using Eq. (11), is the criteria
employed to choose the lens that meets the speciﬁed optical
requirements. In cases where the exact focal length, fo , is not
available, an approximate value can be chosen instead. The
longer the focal length, the bigger the iris will appear in the
image.
2. Aperture (or F-number or F-stop): The aperture of an optical
system is the opening of the lens that determines the cone angle of a bundle of rays that enter and focus in the image plane.
The aperture determines how collimated the admitted rays are,
which is of great importance for the appearance at the image
plane [58]. The aperture of the lens can be computed as:

F=

L pix

λ

,

(12)
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Fig. 8. Control units involved in an IAAD system.

Exposure is a function of ISO (how sensitive a camera’s image
sensor is to light at a speciﬁc setting), aperture and shutter
speed.
3. Lens quality: The lens quality parameter is deﬁned in terms of
a Modulation Transfer Function which is the Fourier transform
of the point spread function. Another consideration of the lens
quality is the lens coating, since lens elements are normally
coated to reduce reﬂections and avoid light loss. Lens coatings
that are not optimized for NIR will cause light loss, internal
reﬂections, and ghost images.
Using the above parameters, the DoF can be estimated as,

DoF ≈ 2C ∗ F ∗

 d 2
f

,

(13)

where C denotes the circle of confusion, which is usually chosen
as the pixel size. Hence, the capture volume is deﬁned by the cube
of size FoV × DoF.
The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can then be calculated as,

SNR =

L pix
∗
2F



I ∗ α ∗ τexp ∗ QE ∗ λ
,
hc

(14)

where F is the F-stop, I is the irradiance (power/area) of the
illumination, α is the albedo, τexp is the exposure time, QE is the
quantum eﬃciency, h is Plank’s constant (6.626 × 10−34 J/s) and c
is the speed of light in a vacuum (299792458 m/s).

Table 3
Hardware design of an IAAD system.
Input:
Distance between subject and camera, do
Field of View, FoV
Selected wavelength of light, λ
Output:
Conﬁguration of camera, lens and illumination
Solution:
f
di
=
,
Magniﬁcation : M =
do
do − f
do
Focal length : f o = −1
,
M +1
L pix
Aperture : F =
,

λ

Depth of Field : DoF ≈ 2C ∗ F ∗
Signal Noise Ratio : SNR =

 d 2

L pix
∗
2F

f

,

I ∗ α ∗ τexp ∗ QE ∗ λ
hc

2. A low-resolution wide FoV camera for face detection and
tracking.
3. A high-resolution narrow FoV NIR camera for capturing iris.
4. A Pan-Tilt Unit (PTU) to simultaneously control both the face
and iris cameras.
5. Illumination controllers.
The proposed solution to the IAAD hardware design problem is
summarized in Table 3.

7.4. Control units
8. Software design for IAAD
In real-world applications, especially when acquiring images
at a large distance, several other implementation factors have to
be accounted for. Examples of such factors include: (a) controlling
and synchronizing operation of the camera, lens, and the illuminator, (b) connecting and setting up the intermediate components,
and (c) interfacing the participants with the system. One of the
major issues for IAAD systems is that the iris region is of smaller
area when compared to the scene under monitoring. Therefore,
maintaining the iris in the view of the camera system is of critical
importance. To solve this problem, most systems in the literature
utilize a hierarchy of cameras to detect the presence of subjects,
their faces, and their eyes (in that order). As illustrated in Fig. 8, a
typical control unit comprises of the following ﬁve components:

The conventional approach described in Section 4 can be
satisfactorily employed for IAAD, provided the hardware improvements yield good quality iris images. In fact, most of the IAAD
approaches have innovated on image acquisition, while relying
on conventional segmentation, feature extraction, and matching
schemes. In practice, however, the image acquisition step may not
be ideal. Despite hardware innovations, good quality iris images
cannot always be guaranteed in IAAD [2]. Under such conditions,
it is important to emphasize on the improvements that can be
performed “after” image acquisition. Such improvements are often
referred to as software improvements, and can be categorized into
the following groups:

1. A low-resolution wide Field-of-View (FoV) camera for human
detection and tracking.

• Image quality: Two critical aspects of image quality can be
of high beneﬁt in IAAD systems: (a) quality evaluation, for
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Fig. 9. A typical non-ideal iris recognition system, based on [20].

adaptively selecting good quality frames, and (b) quality enhancement, to improve poor quality images. Both the steps can
positively impact the recognition performance.
• Spoof detection: As in any biometric system, spooﬁng attacks
can be expected in an IAAD setting. To this end, spoof detection
algorithms can be used to verify whether the iris presented to
the system is genuine or not.
• Segmentation: Iris images acquired under uncontrolled conditions exhibit a wide variety of non-ideal factors (e.g., occlusion
by eyelids or eyelashes, motion blur, specular reﬂections, etc.).
In such images, conventional circular edge detection schemes
may not always provide good segmentation output. To this end,
advanced segmentation techniques are required.
• Feature extraction and matching: Real-time recognition using
an IAAD system requires enhanced feature extraction and
matching techniques. Such enhancements should be geared
towards: (a) increasing the processing speed, and (b) improving
the scale of operation, and (c) reducing the template storage
requirements.
A schematic of an IAAD system depicting some of the software
modules are presented in Fig. 9. Note the addition of a number
of steps in comparison to a conventional iris recognition system.
Almost all of the above listed steps have attracted an increasing
amount of research in the recent past. See [24,25] for further
information. The following sections provide a review of research in
these areas. For brevity purposes, only the well-known techniques
that are relevant to IAAD are summarized.

8.1. Image quality
The quality of iris images captured from a distance may not
always be consistent. Images can exhibit non-ideal factors to a
varying degree, thereby impacting the recognition performance [2].
Under such conditions, quality assessment can be of signiﬁcant
beneﬁt. Quality assessment helps in: (a) predicting the recognition
performance, and (b) eliminating poor quality images. Numerous
image quality metrics relevant for iris recognition have been discussed in the literature. A majority of these metrics are based on a
combination of factors such as percentage of iris occlusion, image
focus, motion blur, pupil dilation, gaze deviation, amount of specular reﬂection, illumination variation, and total pixel count within
the iris boundaries [92–99]. The recent Iris Quality Calibration and
Evaluation (IQCE, IREX II) report from the National Institute of
Science and Technology (NIST) presented a large-scale evaluation
of 14 iris image quality assessment algorithms, along with their
ability to predict the recognition performance, computation speed,
and robustness [91]. The report suggests that the fusion of image
quality scores with match scores leads to an improvement in
recognition performance.

8.2. Spoof detection
Spoof attacks on an iris biometric system could be carried out
by faking the natural iris patterns with spurious replica. A replica
could be in the form of an iris pattern printed on a paper or displayed on an LCD screen, synthetic iris images, or textured contact
lens [100]. The fake iris patterns could obfuscate an individual’s iris
from the recognition system and lead to incorrect identiﬁcation.
Spoof detection schemes could be used as a countermeasure to
reduce the impact of such attacks [101]. The signiﬁcance of this
research area has been further highlighted through the Iris Liveness Detection Competition [102], Mobile Iris Liveness Detection
Competition (MobILive 2014) [103], the TABULA RASA project [104]
and IARPA’s Odin Program.
Spoof detection methods either extract additional dynamic
features from the iris or use additional hardware to determine
the “liveness” of an iris [105]. Some of the earliest spoof detection algorithms relied on the observation that printed irides
exhibit a different frequency response compared to genuine iris
images [101,106,107]. Other features that have been used for spoof
detection include wavelet packets [108], and Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) [109–111]. Instead of relying on individual features, Galbally
et al. [112,113] applied a feature selection approach to select the
best combination of 22 iris geometrical and frequency descriptors.
Other researchers demonstrated that the dynamic properties of the
iris, such as spontaneous pupil size oscillations [114], spontaneous
eye blinking [115,116], and iris muscle deformation under changing
illumination [117,118], can be effective in spoof detection. Hardware
improvements for spoof detection include the usage of additional
illumination [101,119], structured light [120], and multi-spectral
analysis [121,122] to better reveal the structural properties of the
eye. Recently, deep learning schemes have been investigated for
spoof detection [123].
As an aside, the phrase “Presentation Attack Detection (PAD)” is
now being used to describe attacks against a biometric system that
are launched at the sensor level. This includes both obfuscation
attacks (where an adversary tries to mask their identity) and spoof
attacks (where an adversary tries to impersonate another subject).
8.3. Iris segmentation
The conventional iris segmentation approaches employ circle
detection algorithms to estimate the inner and outer boundaries
of the iris [24,25,41]. Under non-ideal image acquisition conditions, however, the circular boundary assumption may not hold
true [54,124]. This is due to the presence of several factors such as
deviated gaze, occlusions, etc. To mitigate this issue, some of the
early research focused on ﬁtting elliptical boundaries to compensate for non-circular distortion and off-axis irides [125–130]. Later,
the assumption was further relaxed by using active contour models to ﬁt irregular iris boundaries [131–136]. When dealing with
noisy images, some pre-processing steps have been employed,
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either by constructing novel total-variation based formulation
which uses l1 norm regularization to robustly suppress noisy
texture pixels for accurate iris localization [137] or by applying
the Watershed transform [138]. Other approaches proposed in the
literature include classifying image pixels into iris and non-iris
categories by various machine learning techniques [139,140].

8.4. Feature encoding
A number of feature encoding techniques have been proposed
in the iris recognition literature [24,25]. In this section, only the
techniques applicable for iris images acquired under non-ideal
conditions are discussed. One commonly used technique for
such purposes is patch-based encoding. By dividing an iris into
smaller patches and performing the feature encoding operation
locally on each patch, factors such as occlusion and non-linear iris
deformation can be better handled [141–148]. Other well-known
approaches include the estimation and compensation of non-linear
iris deformations using Bayesian estimation [149,150] and Probabilistic Graphical Models [151,152]. Some of the bits in an IrisCode
can be considered “fragile” due to random variations in the output
obtained by the convolution of normalized iris with a Gabor
ﬁlter. Such fragile bits typically ﬂip between “0” and “1” across
multiple IrisCodes pertaining to the same iris and carry no useful
information for recognition. Fragile bit detection and masking
has been observed to improve recognition performance [153–155],
and can be very useful under non-ideal imaging conditions. Wen
et al. further enhanced fragile bits by proposing a weight map for
each bit of the normalized iris [47]. Tan and Kumar proposed the
usage of phase encoding of Zernike Moments [156] and geometric
key-based iris encoding [157] to achieve stable characterization of
local iris features. Sparse coding techniques have also been proven
useful in handling iris images exhibiting low resolution, blur and
defocus [48,158–160].
Super-resolution techniques have been commonly used to
handle low-resolution iris images in IAAD systems [161]. Superresolution is the process of improving the resolution of images
by combining multiple low resolution views to recover or learn
the lost high frequency components [162]. Super-resolution techniques can be categorized into two classes: reconstruction-based
and learning-based [163]. The former set of methods reconstruct
lost high-frequency information using multiple low resolution
frames of the same scene. In contrast, the latter set of methods
estimate the lost high-frequency information from pre-trained
templates. Kwang et al. [164] propose a learning-based superresolution method based on multi-layer perceptrons. The middle
and high frequency components of a low resolution iris image are
restored using a neural network architecture. Huang et al. [165]
propose another learning-based method based on the CSF (Circular Symmetric Filter). The algorithm predicts the prior relation
between iris feature information at different frequency bands
and incorporates this into the process of iris image enhancement. From a reconstruction perspective, Fahmy [166] proposed a
super-resolution technique to restore multiple low-resolution iris
frames captured at a distance of 3 feet. The process of generating
a high resolution image is based on an auto-regressive signature
model between successive low resolution images in ﬁlling the sub
pixels in the high resolution image. Nguyen et al. [167] proposed
to incorporate the quality scores in a reconstruction-based superresolution process to generate a high resolution iris image from a
low resolution and quality inconsistent video sequence of an eye.
Yung-hui Li [168] proposed a patch based technique which divides
the normalized iris image into 36 patches and locally enhances
the patches. Raied et al. approached the super-resolution problem
by learning an over-complete dictionary [169].

Nguyen et al. [170,171] proposed iris super-resolution in the frequency domain rather than the traditional pixel-intensity domain.
A framework to conduct super-resolution in the non-linear Gabor
feature domain to further improve the recognition performance of
biometric systems was discussed. To deal with low-resolution iris
images, Jing et al. [[172] proposed the learning of an appropriate
distance metric to transform the heterogeneous (low-resolution
vs. high-resolution) iris matching scores to homogeneous (highresolution vs. high-resolution) matching scores, thereby improving
the intra-class consistency and inter-class separability.

9. Datasets for IAAD research
Test datasets play a major role in understanding the performance and utility of a given approach or system. Evaluations
on standard test datasets is helpful in generating a baseline
performance for a speciﬁc approach and comparing it with other
approaches. Several iris image datasets have been discussed in
the literature. However, most of the datasets are acquired under
cooperative conditions at short distances (less than 1 m). Examples
of such datasets include ICE [173], MMU [174], Q-FIRE [175] and
BioSecureID [176]. To evaluate IAAD systems, datasets containing
iris images acquired at larger distances (more than 1 m) are required. To this end, three publicly available datasets are described
in this section.

9.1. MBGC
The Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge (MBGC) dataset was
assembled by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) following the success of the previous face and iris challenges. The primary goal of the MBGC is to investigate, test, and
improve the performance of face and iris recognition on both still
and video imagery under challenging, non-ideal, unconstrained acquisition conditions. A subset of this dataset contains iris imagery
acquired using a Sarnoff Iris On the Move (IOM) system [56]. High
deﬁnition (HD) NIR videos of faces are recorded when the subjects
pass through a portal that is 3 m away from the imaging system.
The dataset consists of 628 NIR face portal video sequences (approximately 5 videos for every identity) and 8589 high-quality
NIR still-iris images of 129 participants. Portal iris video sequences
were obtained with reduced constraints on participants. Each
video contains approximately 20 frames and the quality of frames
varies signiﬁcantly in the video (due to the degradation caused
by motion blur and illumination variations). The resolution of the
imagery is 2048 × 2048.

9.2. UBIRIS V2.0
The UBIRIS dataset was assembled by the Soft Computing
and Image Analysis Group of the University of Beira Interior,
and consists of visible wavelength iris images acquired under
noisy conditions. The purpose of the UBIRIS is to provide the
research community with a database to evaluate the feasibility
of visible wavelength iris recognition under non-ideal imaging
conditions [86]. The images were acquired at varying distances.
Subjects were required to walk at a slightly slower than normal
speed while looking at speciﬁc markers that obliged them to
rotate their head and eyes. Such an acquisition protocol enabled
the manual capture of 3 images of subject at every meter, between
8 and 4 m, yielding a total of 15 images per eye, per session. The
total number of on-the-move, at-a-distance iris images contained
in this dataset is around 11,102.
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Table 4
Comparison of publicly available datasets useful for IAAD research.
Systems

Acquisition
distance (m)

Number of
Subjects

Both
eyes

Number of
of Images

Iris diameter
(in pixels)

CASIA-iris-distance
MBGC
UBIRIS v2.0

3
3
4–8

142
129
261

Yes
Yes
Yes

2567
628 NIR videos
11102

180
120
110

Fig. 10. Cropped iris regions with a size of 40 0 × 60 0 from three publicly available IAAD datasets.

9.3. CASIA-iris-distance
The CASIA Iris Image Database (CASIA-Iris) was assembled
by the biometrics research team at the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA) [177]. The latest release, CASIA-IrisV4, contains a
total of 54,601 iris images from over 1800 subjects and is partitioned into several subsets (CASIA-Iris-Interval, CASIA-Iris-Lamp,
and CASIA-Iris-Twins, CASIA-Iris-Distance, CASIA-Iris-Thousand
and CASIA-Iris-Synthetic). Among these subsets, the CASIA-IrisDistance dataset contains iris images captured using a long-range
multi-modal biometric image acquisition and recognition system from a distance of 3 m. The dataset contains iris images of
both eyes for each of 142 subjects (a total of 2567 images). The
resolution of each image is 2352 × 1728 pixels.
A summary of the above discussed datasets is provided in
Table 4. The cropped iris regions are illustrated in Fig. 10.
10. Extended ocular information for enhancing IAAD
Despite advancements in both the hardware and software
components, IAAD remains to be a challenging problem. To this
end, several researchers have proposed the use of additional ocular information contained in the acquired images. The additional
information could be fused with iris, or used independently, to
improve the overall recognition performance. The two ocular
biometric traits that can potentially be used in IAAD systems are
conjunctival vasculature and periocular information. Other ocular
traits (e.g., retinal vasculature, complex eye movements, etc.) may
not be applicable in IAAD systems due to their complex imaging
requirements.
10.1. Conjunctival vasculature
The sclera is the white and opaque outer protective covering
of the eye, made up of four layers of tissue: the episclera, stroma,
lamina fusca, and endothelium. The structure of the connective
tissues and the blood vessels in the covering, referred to as conjunctival vasculature, is considered to be unique and reasonably
stable over time [178,179]. A sample image of conjunctival vasculature is shown in Fig. 11. The conjunctival vasculature information
can be captured simultaneously with the iris, without requiring
additional sensors. In images when the iris is not available (e.g.,
deviated gaze), the availability of the conjunctival vasculature
information can be very useful. The usage of this trait in IAAD

Fig. 11. Sample images of the sclera and the periocular region.

systems largely depends on imaging conditions, as it may not be
reliably acquired from large distances.
As a stand-alone biometric trait, recognition using conjunctival
vasculature4 is typically carried out in ﬁve steps: sclera segmentation, vessel enhancement, image registration, feature extraction
and classiﬁcation. Segmentation has been achieved manually [181],
or by automated techniques such as active contours [182], K-means
clustering [183], Otsu’s thresholding and HSV color space analysis [184]. Once the sclera is segmented, the vessel traces can be
enhanced and registered by locally aﬃne but globally smooth
transformations [183], or by using a polar coordinate system to
spatially transform the image with respect to the iris and pupil
centers [178,184]. After alignment, the sclera can be used directly
for recognition by template matching or by using other features
such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [181] and Grey Level
Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [185]. Finally, the extracted sclera
features can be compared using Hamming distance [178,184],
feed-forward neural networks [181], Fisher LDA [185], or key point
matching based on Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [183].
The recognition performance of the sclera biometric modality
has shown promising results in both close- and long-ranges. The
Equal Error Rates (EER) obtained using conjunctival vasculature
information in UBIRIS images were observed to be 11.89% [178]
and 8.58% [184]. The research in [181] indicated an EER of 9.2% at
a 3-m distance and 25% at 3.6-m distance [183].

4
In recent literature, the sclera as a whole has been used for biometric recognition. Although we use the term “conjunctival vasculature” in this paper, it is assumed that the entire sclera can be used for recognition
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Table 5
A summary of some of the well-known periocular recognition approaches.
Approaches

Pre-process

Park et al.
[180]

Bharadwaj et al.
[196]

-Use iris centers
to normalize
translation and
scale (no rotation)
-Mask eyes
Local contrast
normalized

Xu et al.
[188]

Illumination
variance

Woodard et al.
[191]

-Remove dark,
blur frames
-Hist equalization
-Mask eyes
by ellipse
AS ABOVE

Miller et al.
[192]

Miller et al.
[193]
Adam et al.
[194]
Woodard
[195]

Proenca et al.
[202]

Juefei-Xu et al.
[200]

Features

Classiﬁer

Database/
Wavelength/
Distance

Recognition
performance

-Global: SIFT
-Local: HOG, LBP

-Euclidean distance
-Score-level fusion

30 subjects
Visible/1.2 m
958 images

-Without eyebrow:
76.7%
-With eyebrow:
80.0%

-Global: GIST encoding
naturalness, openness,
roughness, expansion
and ruggedness
-Local: CLBP
-Local:DWT,Gabor,LoG
-Global:SIFT,SURF

-X2 distance
-Fused scores:
weighed sum

-Use iris centers
to normalize,
translation, scale
and rotation
Locate eye centers
No normalization
Fixed crop 601x601

LBP
Color histogram
No global

AS ABOVE

AS ABOVE
AS ABOVE

Padole et al.
[198]

Padole et al.
[189]

Segmentation

-MBGC:
NIR/3m
-FRGC:
Visible,

Left NIR: 81%
Right NIR: 87%
Left Visible: 90%
Right Visible: 88%

AS ABOVE

Bhattacharya
coeﬃcients for
color histogram,
City block for
LBP texture
AS ABOVE

-FRGC:
Visible

AS ABOVE

AS ABOVE

AS ABOVE

AS ABOVE

Genetic based
Type II feature
extraction system
to optimize feature
sets returned by LBP
-Global: SIFT
-Local: HOG, LBP

AS ABOVE

FRGC+FERET
Visible
AS ABOVE

Baseline: 94%
Blur: 92-54%
Down-sample: 91-85%
Blue+green channels
most discriminant
11.17%
70–90%

-Global: SIFT
-Local: HOG, LBP

-Euclidean distance
-Score-level fusion

-Global: SIFT
-Local: HOG, LBP

-Euclidean distance
-Score-level fusion

Key points ASM
Rotation & eye
coordinate
normalized,
Pose correction
by 3D GEMs
Manually
locate eyes

-Walsh-Hadamard
transform
-LBP
- Kernel classdependence feature
analysis (KCFA)
-PHOG (Pyramid
HOG)
-2 hidden layers
neural network to
learn features on
2 different
spectral images

Normalized
cosine
distance
(NCD)

Use eyes’ centers
to normalize for
scale, rotation,
and crop to a
ﬁxed size
Assume frontalness

Three-Patch LBP
LBP
HOG
SIFT

Euclidean
distance

Use eye corners
to detect and
normalize periocular

Illumination
Compensation (IC)
homomorphic, Pose
Compensation (PC)
by Projective
Transformation
Expression
compensation by
Global Coherent
Elastic Graph
Matching (GC-EGM)
Illumination
normalized

Sharma et al.
[199]

Eye
coordinate
normalized

Mahalingam et al.
[197]

Apply Wiener
ﬁlter to
remove
derivative
noise

Best DWT + LBP
53.2%

-Cosine distance
-Euclidean distance
-Manhattan distance

-Euclidean distance
-Score-level fusion

UBIPr:
Visible/4–8 m
variations in
pose, occlusion
scale and
pigmentation
UBIPosePr:
Visible/5-6m
variations in
illumination
and pose
and pose
FaceExpressUBI:
Visible/5-6m
variations in
expression
Compass:
Visible/10-20m
40 subjects
with occlusion
& expression
IIITD
Multispectral
Periocular:
3 spectrum:
Visible/1.3m,
NIR/0.15m,
NightVision/1.3m
62 subjects
Transgender:
Visible/
11 subjects
experiencing
gender
transformation

10% recognition
accuracy
improvement

IC: 35.0%EER
vs. 42.6% no IC
PC: 36.6%EER
vs. 41.3% no PC

Best result with
7x7 dense grid,
Gabor jet(8wx6o)
EGM: 0.029 ER
vs. 0.025 GC-EGM
60.7% VR
at 0.1% FAR
(16.9% improvement
over full face)

30–50% recognition
improvement

TPLBP: 0.29EER
LBP: 0.37EER
HOG: 0.35EER
SIFT: 0.40EER

(continued on next page)
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Table 5 (continued)
Approaches

Pre-process

Segmentation

Features

Classiﬁer

Database/
Wavelength/
Distance

Recognition
performance

Proenca et al.
[201]

Propose 7 classes
(iris,sclera,
eyelashes,eyebrows,
hair, skin and
glass) a pixel
in the periocular
belongs to

-Global: SIFT
-Local: HOG, LBP

-Euclidean distance
-Score-level fusion

UBIRIS v2.0:
Visible/4-8m
5551 images

Baseline:
0.128EER
vs.
Improved ROIs:
0.095EER

Juefei-Xu et al.
[190]

Illumination
normalization
by MSR

-Subspace modeling
(PCA, UDP, KDA,
KCFA)
-LBP
-DT-LBP

Normalized
Cosine
Distance
(NCD)

FRGC v2.0:
Visible/
222 train,
466 target
subjects

DT-LBP: 75.1%VR
at 0.1% FAR,
15.3% improvement
over LBP features

Smereka et al.
[218]

Illumination
normalization

-Three-layer neural
networks used to
estimate the class
and local statistics
of each pixel
- Calculate unary and
pairwise potentials
for a MRF
-Mask hair and
glass pixels
Use eyes’ centers
to normalize for
scale, rotation,
and crop to a
ﬁxed size of
50x128
Manually select
4 different sizes
of a periocular
region

PDM
m-SIFT

Correlation distance
Euclidean distance

Uzair et al.
[219]

Remove dark and
no eye frames
in the video
sequences

Manually locate
eyes’ corners
Rotation and scale
normalization

Raw pixel values
LBP
PCA coeﬃcients
LBP+PCA

Best: PDM
MBGC: 0.18EER
UBIPr: 0.06EER
Visible: larger
periocular size better
NIR: smaller better
Best:
SANP: 97.7% IR
and 87.65% VR
at 0.001 FAR

Nie et al.
[220]

Retinex image
enhancement
Image whitening

Locate eyes
Use midpoint of
eyes’ corners
to normalize for
rotation and scale

DSIFT
CRBM unsupervised
learning features

Classify based
on multiple
images to deal
with variations
AHISD,CHISD,SANP
DCC, MMD, MDA
Supervised
Mahalanobis
distance
Score-level
fusion of CRBM
and DSIFT

MBGC: :
NIR/3m
136 subjects
UBIPr:
Visible/4-8m
259 subjects
MBGC: :
NIR/3m
85 subjects

UBIPr: :
Visible/4-8m
344 subjects

Best:
CRBM+DSIFT:
6.4% EER

VR: Veriﬁcation Rate
MSR : Multi-Scale Retinex
GEMs: Generic Elastic Models
ER: Error Rate
m-SIFT: Modiﬁed SIFT

AHISD: Aﬃne Hull Image Set Distance
EGM : Elastic Graph Matching
MMD: Manifold-Manifold Distance
CHISD: Convex Hull Image Set Distance
MDA: Manifold Discriminant Analysis

10.2. Periocular information
The periocular region is deﬁned as the facial region in the
immediate vicinity of the eye typically encompassing the eyelids,
eyelashes, eyebrows, and the neighboring skin area. Recent research indicates that periocular information can serve as a biometric trait [180,186]. Fig. 11 illustrates a sample periocular region. The
periocular trait is the most suitable for IAAD systems as it can be
captured and recognized at longer distances without the need for
additional sensors. The periocular biometric can be used at a lower
resolution than the iris. This property provides a great advantage
when the resolution or the quality of the iris is low. As a standalone biometric, periocular provides a good trade-off between iris
and face in terms of imaging distance, recognition performance,
and user cooperation under unconstrained conditions [27,180,187].
The ﬁrst attempt to use periocular region as a biometric trait
was carried out by Park et al. in 2009. Typically, periocular recognition consists of 4 steps: pre-processing, segmentation, feature
extraction, and classiﬁcation. The pre-processing step involves
image enhancement using illumination normalization [188–190],
histogram normalization [191–195], contrast normalization [196],
and derivative noise removal [197]. The segmentation step aims
to locate the centers of the eyes and deﬁnes the region of interest
by translation, scale, and rotation [188–190,197–199]. In some
cases, the pose is also estimated in order to obtain a frontal
view [189,200,201].

SANP: Sparse Approximated Nearest Point
UDP: Unsupervised Discriminant Projection
PDM: Probabilistic Deformation Models
DT-LBP: Discrete Transform encoded Local Binary Pattern
DCC: Discriminative Canonical Correlation

Various feature extraction techniques have been proposed
for periocular recognition [180,191–195,201]. These are based on
global features (e.g., SIFT [180,188,189,197,198,201,202], SURF [188],
GIST [196], etc.), local features (LBP and its variations [180,189,191–
198,201,202], HOG and its variations [180,189,197–199,201,202],
Gabor wavelets [190,196,200]), or a combination of both. In addition, neural networks have been employed to extract discriminant
features [199]. Subspace modeling has also been used to transform
features into a more discriminant space [190,194,200]. A summary
of some of the well known periocular recognition approaches is
provided in Table 5.
Due to the effectiveness of periocular as a stand-alone biometric modality as well as its complementary beneﬁt to iris, the
two modalities have been combined to improve the robustness
of IAAD systems. State-of-the-art iris-periocular fusion approaches
are presented in Table 6. Most approaches in the literature employ
simple weighted sum score-level fusion and exhibit remarkable
improvement in both close-up and long-range datasets [203–207].
Santos et al., on the other hand, utilizes a 2-hidden-layer neural
network trained to fuse iris and periocular scores [208]. Oishi et al.
approach the score fusion problem by AdaBoost. While score-level
fusion has been proved to be effective for fusing iris and periocular, other approaches such as feature-level fusion have not been
explored well. In addition, rather than capturing and recognizing
iris and periocular simultaneously, combining them in a hierarchical order may enhance the robustness of the system, especially in
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Table 6
A summary of some iris-periocular fusion approaches.
Approaches
Tan et al. [203]

Features
Iris (LoG) Periocular(LMF)

Dataset/Wavelength/Distance
CASIA v4-at-a-distance NIR/3m
142 subjects

Fusion
Weighted sum score-level

Raghavendra et al. [204]

Iris (LBP+SRC) Periocular (LBP +SRC)

Weighted sum score-level

Woodard et al. [205]

Iris (Gabor phase) Periocular (LBP)

Use a light ﬁeld camera to
capture multiple images at
different focus in one shot
Visible/0.5-0.75m 42 subjects
MBGC NIR/3m 114 subjects

Tan et al. [206]

Iris (LoG) Periocular (DSIFT,GIST
LBP,HOG,LMF)

UBIRIS v2.0 FRGC CASIA
v4-at-a-distance

Santos et al. [208]

Iris (Gabor phase) Periocular (LBP,HOG,
ULBP,SIFT,GIST)

Doynov et al. [209]

N/A

Oishi et al. [221]

Iris (LoG) Periocular (LBP)

CSIP Visible captured by 4 mobile 2 hidden layers neural networks
phones at close distance for
trained to fuse scores from iris
cross-sensor matching 50
and periocular
subjects
Design a standoff system to
N/A
capture iris & periocular in
visible light at a distance of 9m
CASIA v4-at-a-distance NIR/3m
AdaBoost
122 subjects

Xiao et al. [207]

Iris (Multi-OM) Periocular (Multi-OM)

Cross-sensor dataset 2 close-up
iris camera (CC1, CC2)/0.3m 1
long-range iris camera
(LC)/3-5m

Weighted sum score-level

Weighted sum score-level

Weighted sum score-level

Recognition Performance
83% rank-1 RR, 52% improvement
over only iris
0.81% EER fusion vs. 1.2% EER iris,
12.04% EER periocular vs. 7.45%
EER fusion with a conventional
camera
Rank-1 RR: Left eyes: 96.5%
fusion vs. 13.8% iris, 92.5%
periocular Right eyes: 92.4%
fusion vs. 10.1% iris, 88.7%
periocular
Best LOG iris + DSIFT periocular
UBIRIS: 39.6% CASIA: 93.2%
FRGC: 53.2% rank-1 RR
Robust to cross-sensor matching
(EER): 14.5% fusion vs. 34.9%
iris, 15.5% periocular
N/A

Left/Right eyes (EER): 3.6%/3.9%
AdaBoost vs. 4.2%/4.2%
weighted sum vs. 8.0%/9.3%
periocular, 7.5%/7.5% iris
Robust to cross-sensor matching
(EER) CC1-LR: 0.04 fusion vs.
0.06 iris, 0.20 periocular
CC2-LR: 0.08 EER fusion vs.
0.11 iris, 0.22 periocular

LMF: Leung-Malik Filter
SRC: Sparse Representation Classiﬁcation
RR: Recognition Rate
Multi-OM: Multi-Directions Ordinal Measures

the case of large standoff distances and unconstrained acquisition
conditions. A hardware system recently proposed by Doynov et al.
speciﬁcally captures the whole ocular region from non-cooperative
subjects at a distance of 9 m [209].
11. Discussion
Signiﬁcant advancements have been made in IAAD over the
last 10 years. Such advances are a result of successful research in
the following areas:
• Optics: Designing an IAAD system is challenging due to the
small size of the iris (with respect to the scene imaged at a
distance) and small volume of acquisition (due to shallow DoFs
and narrow FoVs). The acquisition volume has been limited due
to several sensor parameters (e.g., acquisition distance, camera
diffraction, etc.). This impact is exaggerated at longer distances.
Increasing the distance and the acquisition volume will allow
IAAD systems to operate more seamlessly and conveniently
with respect to the participants. Techniques such as Wavefront
Coding [79,80] have been investigated to extend the distance,
with limited success. Using a telescope to achieve longer
standoff distances has also been studied [19,70]. Further, the
advent of GigaPixel cameras [210] and hyperfocal imaging [211]
also offers new ways to extend the DoF. One common practice
in existing IAAD systems is that the user is often required
to walk through a portal where the illuminators are housed.
Relaxing this limit to allow the users to move more freely
would enhance versatility of acquisition and convenience for
the users. In addition, particular attention should also be given
to improving the quality of the captured image. The impact of
noise and atmospheric turbulence may be high especially when
the distance increases. Adaptive optics may be the solution to
atmospheric distortion. Additional research in optics, especially

on advanced hardware techniques, can potentially extend both
capturing distance and acquisition volume.
• Computer vision and machine learning: Signiﬁcant amount of
research is still required in improving the software for IAAD
systems. Techniques for improving non-ideal images (motion
blur, out of focus, poor quality, etc.) are required. Feature-based
super-resolution [212] remains to be an interesting topic for further research. Continued research on modeling the non-linear
deformation [[149], 160] of the iris is likely. Deep learning
techniques have been observed to achieve signiﬁcant improvements in several computer vision tasks [213,214], including the
challenging task of face recognition in the wild [215–217]. With
their capability to learn features from training data, rather than
human assumption, deep learning techniques are expected to
boost iris recognition performance, especially under non-ideal
conditions such as IAAD. However, these techniques have not
been applied to the iris recognition task since they require
signiﬁcantly huge amount of training data (e.g. hundreds
of millions of training images), which does not exist in the
iris recognition community. New techniques such as domain
adaptation are required to deal with the lack of training data
in the iris recognition task. In addition, face recognition has
a long history of dealing with the challenges of large imaging
distances [6,7]. The IAAD research community can gain insight
from the research observations in face biometrics.
• Multimodal biometric fusion: Ocular traits such as the sclera
and periocular region have shown some promise in recognizing
subjects at large standoff distances [27]. Fusing iris with these
two modalities at various levels (i.e., score-level, feature-level,
etc.) could improve the conﬁdence in identifying subjects
at long distances. Unlike other multi-biometric systems, this
fusion (involving periocular, iris and sclera) can be carried out
without incurring additional hardware costs. Following this
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trend, IAAD can be coupled with and complemented by Ocular
recognition At A Distance (OAAD) as an advanced solution for
the HumanID challenge.
12. Conclusions
Iris recognition at a distance is an important topic in biometrics,
holding tremendous potential for a wide range of real-life applications. Ever since the preliminary attempts in 2005, IAAD systems
have achieved signiﬁcant improvements over the past several years
including (a) extending the distance from a few meters to tens of
meters; (b) extending the DoF with techniques such as Wavefront
coding; (c) extending the acquisition volume from several cm3 to
m3 ; (d) capturing subjects moving more freely, as opposed to stationary subjects; and (d) novel algorithms for processing non-ideal
iris images through quality enhancement, and improved segmentation, feature extraction and classiﬁcation. Such advancements have
successfully facilitated the capture and recognition of iris at long
distances ranging from 3 to 30 m. However, several challenges
need to be addressed by the research community to improve the
performance of IAAD systems. Advancements in the areas of optics,
image processing, computer vision and machine learning can lead
to robust feature extraction and matching that could expand the
scope of iris recognition in civilian and military applications.
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